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EmErging markEt (Em) assEts wErE buffEtEd by wEak commodity pricEs, global growth 
concErns, policy misstEps and tightEr financial conditions. thEsE hangovErs will lingEr 
in 2016. but thE highly diffErEntiatEd naturE of thE assEt class and thE rangE of policy 
rEsponsEs will continuE to providE opportunitiEs.

SuMMArY

the class of 2015

commodity markets were among the worst performing asset classes in 2015. the Bloomberg 

commodity Index tumbled 25% in 2015, racking up its fifth consecutive yearly loss and longest losing 

streak since the series began in 1991. Unsurprisingly, commodity-linked currencies such as the 

australian dollar, russian rouble and Brazilian real suffered. Brazil’s currency tumbled by more than 40% 

against the dollar in 2015, shaken by the commodities rout but also political and economic instability.

the new normal

one of the key questions for EM assets early in 2016 will be how they react to a new environment of 

policy normalisation in the US against a backdrop of continued commodity weakness. a number of 

emerging economies have deliberately shifted their economic model towards feeding the commodity 

super cycle over the last decade. as that super cycle has stopped turning, commodity markets and 

developing economies have had to bear the consequences of a painful adjustment and have 

attempted to smooth the transition by enacting structural and fiscal reforms or by engineering a 

weaker currency to ease negative terms of trade shocks. Several emerging economies have relied 

heavily on currency weakness to boost their flagging economies and have woefully lagged others  

too in terms of the pace of reforms made. we remain wary of regions such as the Middle East and 

sub-Saharan africa and other significant emerging market economies where policy paralysis poses a 

risk, such as Eastern Europe and latin america.

opportunities in 2016

It could be argued that much of the bad news has already been priced in to EM valuations. the 

difficulty in calling a floor in 2016 is likely going to be determined by levels of liquidity and portfolio 

flows as they can exacerbate moves in excess of the underlying fundamental value. we have seen  

this occur a number of times over the past 10-15 years. we would make the argument that some 

valuations are looking attractive at current levels while others still have some way to go to price in  

the bad news. Shifting external factors could once again cloud this picture however, placing heavy 

emphasis on a selective and nimble investment approach that can capture the opportunities offered 

by a heterogeneous market.
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